Abstract
Introduction
Support vector machine (svm) [1, 2] was proposed by Vapnik in 1995, it is based on structural risk minimization principle not empirical risk minimization. At present, it has been applied widely to machine learning, data mining, and knowledge discovery [3, 4] and so on.
Classical svm can map the sample points in the input space to a higher-dimensional feature space by kernel function in which an optimal hyper plane is solved to classify them with maximum margin. The introduction of kernel function can not only extend the linear classification problem to the nonlinear, but also overcome effectively the "curse of dimension". The original svm knows as c-svm has difficulty in selecting an appropriate parameter c that controls the penalty for training error.
Scholkopf et al proposed υ svm [5] , in which the selection of the parameter [0, 1] υ ∈ is more intuitive.
However, when the training set is large scale, classical υ svm causes to slow running speed, in order to increase the running speed, linear programming-based υ svm was proposed in literature [6, 7, 8] .
However, the final classifiers obtained by above two algorithms depend only on a small proportion of the training samples (i.e. support vectors), which is good for implementation, but this makes the svm sensitive to noises or outliers and may result in over-fitting problem.
In order to overcome the over-fitting problem, a rough margin-based svm was proposed in literature [9] facing to υ svm, rough margin-based multi-class support vector machine was also proposed in literature [10] . Facing to linear programming-based υ svm, rough margin-based linear υ svm is proposed in this paper. Finally, we compare rough margin-based linear υ svm with other two svm algorithms on four data sets. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is effective and feasible. They produce almost the same generalization performance when no outlier or noise data exist, however the proposed algorithm produces the better generalization performance than the other svm algorithms in the case of existing outlier or noise data. 
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Where b can be computed as
Linear programming-based υ svm
We know that υ svm can effectively deal with the binary classification problem when the training set is small scale. However it will cause much difficulty in dealing with large scale problem. In order to overcome the slow speed and increase the efficiency of classifier, the linear programming-based υ svm was designed as follows formulation [7, 8] * , , , , 1
3. Rough set theory
Rough set theory [11, 12] has been introduced by Zdzislaw Pawlak to deal with imprecise or vague concepts, it has been developed for knowledge discovery in databases and experimental data set. It is based on the concept of an upper and a lower approximation of a set. Rough set theory deals with information represented by a table called an information system, an information system is composed of a 4-tuple as following , , ,
where U is the universe, a finite nonempty set, A is a finite nonempty set of attributes, A C D =  is condition attribute and decision attribute. V is attribute value . :
f U A V × → is the total decision function called the information function.
For a given R A ⊆ and X U ⊆ (a concept X ), the R -lower approximation RX of set X in RS and the R upper approximation RX of set X in RS are defined as follows
RX is the set of all objects from U which can be certainly classified as elements of X employing the set of attributes R . RX is the set of objects from U which can be possibly classified as elements of X using the set of attributes R . Where [ ] R x denotes the set of all equivalence classes of ( ) ind R (called indiscernibility relation).
If RX RX
≠ , then X is a rough set, and its boundary region is ( ) bnd X RX RX = − .
Rough Margin-Based Linear υ SVM
In linear programming-based υ svm, the final classification hype-plane depends only on a small proportion of the training samples (i.e. support vectors), hence it is sensitive to outliers and noise data, and it will result in over-fitting problem. In order to overcome this disadvantage, rough margin-based linear υ svm is proposed in this paper. We firstly construct rough lower margin (corresponding to the positive region), rough upper margin and rough boundary [9, 10] , then maximize rough margin not margin in linear υ svm, thus more points are adaptively considered in constructing the separating hype-plane. Moreover, different points are proposed to give different penalty depending on their positions, we give the major penalty to the training points that lie within the lower margin (the points in which are considered as outlier or noise data), and give the minor penalty to the points that lie within the boundary of the rough margin. Rough margin-based linear υ svm is illustrated as σ > can control the number of margin errors and the width of the boundary of the rough margin.
Experiment
In order to verify the availability of the proposed algorithm, we implement numerical experiments on four data sets, one of which is artificial data and the others are benchmark data sets, which come from UCI machine learning repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html). Gaussian kernel 
1. Artificial data set
We randomly produce two classes' data points as Fig 2, and there is no outlier and noise data among them. The testing results by above three algorithms (υ svm, linear υ svm and rough marginbased linear υ svm ) are shown as table 1. From table 1, we can find that the testing accuracy of above three algorithms (υ svm, linear υ svm and rough margin-based linear υ svm) is all 100%. It takes the most running time when classical υ svm is employed, and it takes almost the same running time when linear υ svm and rough linear υ svm are employed. The possible reason is that the first algorithm is based on the quadratic programming and the rest two algorithms are based linear programming.
2. Benchmark data sets
The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is also tested on three benchmark data sets, the number of features and samples are shown as Table 2 . In wine data set, we randomly select 60 samples from the first class and the second class as training set, the rest samples are regarded as testing samples. When different parameter υ is employed in the experiment, the testing results are shown in Tables 3. The following testing results are the optimal result, the parameters are also the corresponding optimal results. In breast cancer data set, we randomly select 269 samples as training set, the rest 300 samples are regarded as testing samples. When different parameterυ is employed in experiment, the testing results are shown in Tables 4. 
3. Result analysis
The proposed algorithm produces the comparable testing result with the classical two svm algorithms on the artificial data set, the possible reason is that there is no outlier or noise in the artificial data set. Namely, above three algorithms will produce almost same generalization performance in the case of without outliers or noise data. However, on three benchmark data sets, the proposed algorithm produces the better generalization performance than the two classical svm algorithms, the possible reason is that there are outlier or noise in three benchmark data set. In addition, the proposed algorithm is robust for parameter selection, i.e. different parameters will have little influence on the generalization performance in the proposed algorithm, but this advantage doesn't exist in other two algorithms. Moreover we can find that the new proposed algorithm doesn't increase the running time.
Conclusions
Rough margin-based linear υ svm is proposed in this paper, where more points are adaptively considered in constructing the separating hype-plane, moreover deferent points in deferent position are given to deferent penalty, thus the new constructed model can effectively overcome the over-fitting problem to some extent, the numerical results of experiments on three datasets indicate that the generalization performance of the rough margin-based linear υ svm is better than other classical svm algorithms, especially in the case of outliers or noises, the rough margin-based linear υ svm can produce the obvious advantages. 
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